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 Like a…pigeon?  
 
 
I want to begin today with a question, I’m wondering who here has put away for 
the season all of your Christmas decorations—the ornaments, the tree, the 
stockings, the nativity scene or crèche, even the Santa figurines? 
 
I’ll admit that even though I should know better, even though I know that in terms 
of the church calendar the Christmas season is now officially over, Christmas 
lasting for 12 days up until Epiphany which was celebrated on Tuesday of this 
week, I’ll admit that all my Christmas decorations are still up and in place, even 
my Santa figure who stands next to Saint Francis on my fireplace mantle. 
 
Okay so maybe I’m just being a bit lazy here, but maybe there’s also something 
about the spirit and promise of Christmas that I’m not yet quite ready to let go of, 
that maybe none of us are quite ready to let go of.  
 
And so I’m grateful that the lectionary gives us the beginning of Mark’s Gospel for 
this first post-Christmas Sunday. If you’ve been with us these past weeks you’ll 
recall that we’ve heard readings from the beginning of the other three Gospels, 
and yet we haven’t yet heard from Mark.  
 
So we’ve heard Luke tell the story sort of from Mary’s perspective and in Luke it’s 
the shepherds keeping watch in the fields who are the first to hear rumors about 
this child’s birth. We’ve also heard Matthew’s version of it which tells the story 
more from Joseph’s perspective and which ends with the visit from the gift-
bearing magi, the wise men from the east. Finally, we’ve heard John’s version of 
it—a poetic take echoing the beginning of creation in the book of Genesis, as 
John writes: “In the beginning was the word, and the word was with God, and the 
word was God…and the word became flesh,” John concludes, giving the most 
succinct theological definition of Christmas, “the word became flesh and dwelt 
among us.”  
 
In comparison to these familiar and well-told birth narratives, Mark’s opening 
words can seem rather abrupt and jolting, as he really doesn’t give a record or 
even a mention of Jesus’ birth.  
 
Mark has nothing to say about birth in the traditional, Christmas sense, and yet 
maybe in beginning with baptism, beginning with that figure of the young man 
emerging from the waters suddenly with a newfound sense of self and purpose, 
hearing those beautiful words whispered in his ear, “You are my Son, my 



beloved, with you I am well pleased,” perhaps Mark is in fact telling a type of birth 
story after all. 
 
Of course there are so many fascinating details to the opening of Mark’s Gospel 
that are worthy of our attention. In just these few short verses we have reference 
to: ancient prophecy; a Baptist in the wilderness; clothing from camels’ hair; a 
leather belt; a diet consisting of bugs dipped in honey; the image of stooping 
down to untie dusty sandals; an interesting whether phenomenon as the skies 
are ripped or torn open; and then right before that voice whispers in his ear, we 
have the image of a specific bird species descending on Jesus, the image of a 
dove.  
 
As Jesus was coming up out of the water, he saw heaven being torn open and 
the Spirit descending on him like a dove. 
 
This is such a familiar image, isn’t it? The Holy Spirit, like a white dove—so 
innocent, so peaceful, so pure.  
 
I know that there are quite a few accomplished and experienced birders here in 
this congregation, and while I can only claim to be a very amateur and very 
inexperienced birder, I decided to try to learn a bit more this week about this key 
Christian symbol, this key metaphor for God, this key moment in our text this 
morning—God’s Spirit descending on Jesus like a dove.  
 
Perhaps you know this already, but the first fact that I learned about doves turned 
out to be the most fascinating—the fact is that doves are just pigeons by another 
name. In other words, scientifically speaking there is no way to differentiate 
between a dove and a pigeon, ‘pigeon’ being simply the French name and ‘dove’ 
being the Germanic name for birds that all belong to the Columbidae family, a 
family name which means “diver, plunger, or swimmer,” probably on account of 
the erratic, dive-bombing way that pigeons tend to fly.  
 
Okay, so a dove is just a pigeon by another name, but what, I wondered, what 
about the type of dove that might have descended on Jesus? Was it the type of 
bird that I’d call a dove, maybe like the type that we have around here, the 
beautifully named mourning dove, with that haunting and plaintive cooing sound 
that they make; a small and slender and beautiful bird, delicate brown and 
iridescent pink, a bird whose wings, when it takes off, makes a delightful whistling 
sound.  
 
It turns out, though, that the likely candidate here for the dove in our story would 
have been what’s known as the rock dove, a bird from which the common pigeon 
that hangs out in every city and in every lofted barn is directly descended from, 



and so a bird which is bigger than the mourning dove, and which is dark bluish 
gray in color—in other words, what we upon looking at it would call, a pigeon.  
 
As Jesus was coming up out of the water, he saw heaven being torn open and 
the Spirit descending on him like a…pigeon. 
 
 It gives a new feel to this familiar story, doesn’t it? God’s spirit, like a pigeon.  
 
So I want to end today exploring a bit about how changing the feel of the 
metaphor here from dove to pigeon might suggest to us some new ways to think 
about this central Christian metaphor for God.  
 
So what do we know about pigeons? We know that they are incredibly prolific 
and adaptable and that they can be found nearly everywhere, in just about every 
city, and on every continent except for Antarctica. Pigeons are everywhere, and 
yet we hardly stop to notice them. I can’t imagine, for example, a pigeon being at 
the top of any serious birders’ bucket list. What if, like a pigeon, God’s Spirit is 
abundant everywhere and yet hardly noticed, hardly appreciated? 
 
What else do we know about pigeons? For thousands of years we’ve known 
about their amazing homing abilities, their ability to fly to a specific location even 
bearing specific messages that we might attach to them, sort of like the original 
postal service, or maybe even the original email or text message. So it was a 
pigeon, for example that delivered the news of the first Olympics in Athens the 8th 
century BC; it was a pigeon which brought the news of Napoleon’s defeat at 
Waterloo in 1815; and it was a particularly famous pigeon, named Cher Ami 
(“Dear Friend”) who is credited with saving about 200 US soldiers during WWI, 
who flew with a critical message 25 miles in 25 minutes, all after being shot 
through the breast upon her takeoff. What if, like a pigeon, God’s Spirit has 
amazing homing capabilities, that it is relentless in its quest to deliver its 
messages to us?  
 
Another, more unfortunate thing that we know about pigeons is that as a species, 
despite their profligate nature, they can be quite vulnerable, and they can even 
disappear and become extinct. We tend not to retell this sad story too often, but 
last year marked the 100-year anniversary of when the very last Passenger 
Pigeon died. The Passenger Pigeon was a bird similar in shape and plumage to 
the mourning dove, although it was bigger and brighter in color and by all 
accounts rather striking and beautiful. It was also, until the early 20th century, the 
most abundant bird in the entire world.  
 
There are accounts of huge flocks of them, big enough to block the light from the 
sun and to darken the sky. There’s one report, for example, of a flock of 
Passenger Pigeons in Ontario in 1866 measuring a mile wide, 300 miles long, 



and taking 14 hours to pass overhead. Another dramatic account tells of what 
happened one morning in 1855 in Columbus, Ohio, as a flock descended on the 
city, darkening the sky in such a way that people ran out of their houses and 
dropped on their knees and prayed, thinking that this was it, the end of the world.  
 
In other words, this is a bird that used to take our breath away, that used to make 
us pause and say ‘wow’. Today, though, sadly, that original ‘wow’ of wonder 
might well be replaced with a ‘wow’ of regret, as we wonder how we could have 
caused the extinction of such an abundant species.  
 
Audubon, who likely shot his fair share of pigeons, once had a rare encounter in 
the woods when he witnessed a single Passenger Pigeon gliding through the 
forest, an odd occurrence for this bird which usually traveled in large flocks. Of 
this experience, Audubon wrote, seemingly prophetically, “When an individual 
[Passenger Pigeon] is seen gliding through the woods and close to the observer, 
it passes like a thought, and on trying to see it again, the eye searches in vain; 
the bird is gone.” What if, like a pigeon, God’s Spirit is also vulnerable, and needs 
a certain amount of care and nurturing and stewardship on our part, lest it vanish 
from our midst? 
 
And finally, one thing we also know about pigeons is that they are really more 
domestic than they are wild in that they seem to love being near us, and they 
seem to thrive in our company, such that wherever one finds humans, one tends 
to find pigeons. They like us in our rural settings, they like us in our urban 
settings, they seem to like us even in a forgiving, almost unconditional way. What 
if, like a pigeon, God’s Spirit loves being near us, and that wherever we find 
ourselves, we can find God’s Spirit there too, cooing or whispering its message to 
us, saying: “You are my child, my beloved; with you I am well pleased.” Amen.  
 


